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THE CONCEPT!

Rojo, Live Culinary Entertainment at its Best! 



Roaming Rojo
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Journey

Rojo

Biefly.. The idea!

Rojo is a novelty live culinary entertainment experience 

concept located directly on the Mediterranean Sea launched 

in 2019. 

In addition to live food bar serving a wide variety of 

Mediterranean cuisine, the restaurant combines signature-

aged meat and the finest Canadian lobsters fresh from the 

aquarium.

Why Rojo? Because red is our favorite color and everything 

we do has a flamboyant zest of excitement. 

Rojo is a succulent experience for all senses served with 

breath-taking views of the sea and Beirut’s skyline.
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Business Secrets

Journey

Business Development: 

Our team of talented chefs lead by Chef
Georges Mansour deliver a unique
performance daily in our open kitchen
concept, preparing succulent appetizers,
mains and desserts all inspired and
influenced by the best of Mediterranean
cuisine.

How:
By using the best new cooking techniques:

- Signature area (dry aged meat vitrine and homemade

smoked meat)

- Unique presentation and consistency

- Following the sequence of service to cope with our

cuisine style

- Menu layout & segmentation to attract customers’

interest

- Using the ideal chinaware to reach the most suitable

table setup

.Theme:

The main theme of this concept is about the highest
quality of meat with home made dry aging section, in
addition to a live food bar serving a wide variety of
Mediterranean cuisine following new trends in Art de
table.

KSP: 
Create memorable & customized guest experience

through:

- Offering the best taste with our Josper Grill

- Having the high end product as per guest expectation

Differentiate the restaurant from other competitors

Good Value for money v/s offering
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Journey

Interior Design Kitchen Design OS&E

• Elegant & chic

• No tablecloth 

• Live cooking experience 

• Dry aged meat cut a la minute

• Cold section
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Journey

The man behind it all - Chef Georges Mansour

Georges Mansour is the executive chef heading Kempinski

Summerland Hotel & Resort’s restaurant outlets and banqueting

services, leading around nine different restaurants and seasonal

bars along with big banquet venues fitting up to 800 people. For

the last three years, he has been responsible for supervising the

entity’s minor and major projects, ensuring a quality of work that

reflects Kempinski’s premium standards.

Chef Georges Mansour is known for maintaining the highest

standards of professionalism. He has been relentless in his quest

for excellence in every aspect of his distinguished career, which

has been crowned with a Diploma of Honor from the French

Gastronomic Institute.

Rojo is his recent achievement at Kempinski Summerland Hotel &

Resort!

Chef Georges created the concept, put the menus all together and

supervised the work to create the restaurant signed as Culinary

Entertainment!



Owners
–

Under Kempinski 
Summerland 
Management
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WHY WE ARE DIFFERENT - THE BRAND

Luxury in Beirut

Kempinski Summerland Hotel & Resort is Lebanon’s most iconic five-star

luxury hotel and beach resort, it opened its doors in September 2016 to

introduce unparalleled luxury to Beirut. Designed with a uniquely

remarkable European flair, it sets a new standard of five-star elegance in

the country.

A distinguished location on the coast of the Mediterranean Sea, a hotel

and resort uniquely famous in Beirut for its own private beach and marina,

a labyrinth of pools with pool-bars and private Jacuzzi bungalows. An ideal

getaway for creating memories worth a lifetime.

Accompanied by the renowned European luxury Resense Spa, the facility

embraces 153 rooms and suites elegantly designed with breathtaking

views, a refined Cigar and Single Malt lounge, and substantial outdoor

garden venues. Committed to hosting the city’s most prestigious corporate

and social events as well as extravagant weddings, Kempinski

Summerland Hotel & Resort will unmistakably surpass all expectations in

luxury.

Dedicated to Please



So, What happens at 
Rojo?
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What is the ambiance 
and set up?
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Not only does Rojo provide exquisite dry aged meat, but it also

offers a live culinary entertainment with its open kitchen which

allows the guests to experience firsthand how every dish is

being prepared.

The dry aged meat is kept in freezers inside the restaurant and

cooked on spot upon request, making Rojo the only restaurant

whose meat is visible and available to the guests.

In addition, Rojo is the only restaurant in Lebanon with a live

lobster tank from which the chef chooses the lobster he will be

serving.

Rojo offers a flamboyant experience with a touch of red all over

the place.

Rojo – A Live Culinary Entertainment Experience

WHY WE ARE DIFFERENT - ROJO
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The Concept
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Rojo, the symbol of red in Spanish: with everything at the

restaurant having a touch of red in it, Rojo is the perfect name

for it. From lighting and setup, to design and ambiance, Red is

the dominant color.

Rojo’s concept is one that is familiar and trending. The

Mediterranean is part of the Middle East and Europe, and

people there are acquainted with it making Rojo an easy and

simple concept to open in other Kempinski branches.

Red with a Mediterranean Flair 

THE CONCEPT - ROJO



The Process
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The idea of Rojo first came up in March 2019. Fast forward 4 months later, ROJO is no longer an idea – it is a reality. To

make that come true, external architect Georges Ghosn from ANGLESDIFFERING Architecture & Design took on the project.

Giving life to the Idea

THE PROCESS- ROJO
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The Final Result
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Rojo The Masterpiece

THE FINAL RESULT- ROJO


